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SafeLine Partner Seminar 2016
The biannual SafeLine Partner Seminar 2016 took place from the
29th of June to the 1st of July.
During the 3-day seminar the SafeLine team met with friends and business partners to discuss
present and future business.
The first day of the seminar was held at the SafeLine Factory in Tyresö, Sweden, and included a
factory tour which amongst others showed the new production lines and test machines. The
following two days saw many presentations and conversations about new and coming products
as well as talks about various technologies. This year’s seminar welcomed a guest speaker from
Hydroware, Kjell Johansson, who held an inspiring presentation on circular economy.
The seminar was closed with the traditional Partner Award ceremony. The winner of the award for
Best technical support was Bosch Service Solutions which was also awarded for Best marketing
of the SafeLine brand..
Masora AG received the award for Fastest growth in sales of SafeLine products and the award for
Widest SafeLine product range was given to Schmersal Belgium. The SafeLine team congratulates
all the award winners and wants to thank everybody who participated in the 3-day event helping
to make it yet another succesful Partner Seminar. Thank you for letting us be your partner in
lift safety.
The SafeLine Group is one of the worlds largest emergency telephone manufacturer. We produce
security products for lifts and our products follow all European requirements with a quickly
improving technological development. SafeLine’s goal is to always satisfy and meet the product
needs of the industry. We are convinced that quality and innovation are the most important parts
when it comes to lying a step ahead. We believe in applying new thinking and ideas to improve the
way our costumers live and work.
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